. . . and so to bed
......... propaganda
Rome, Dec 11—The Italian high command acknowledged re
verses in the Egyptian campaign about Sidi Durrani today, but
said British armored divisions, which made the swift attack on
Fascist line theres, uffered “extremely serious loses.”
.......... sounds like propaganda
Athens, Dec. 12, (Thursday)—Continued advances in south
ern Albania were claimed for Greek forces early today but in the
north, a spokesman indicated, picked Italian troops had succeeded
in slowing the Greek offensive.
.......... official
San Francisco, Dec. 12—A thorough investigation into the
operating costs of the Golden Gate Bridge, with a view toward
‘‘elimination of duplications and possible creation of vacancies” in
administrative positions, was ordered by directors of the bridge
and highway district yesterday.
.......... official
London, Dec. 11—German bombs fell upon London tonight
for the first time in two days and nights, at the end of longest
lull ever enjoyed here since the beginning of the air siege. Other
raiders smashed heavily at a west Midlands town, coming over in
waves every two or three minutes.
..........sounds like propaganda
Lohrid, (Yougoslavia), Dec. 11—Strengthened Italian resist
ance to a Greek attempt to extend their advances toward the Al
banian town of Elgasani was reported today on the now clogged
northern war front.
......... verified
Washington, Dec. 11—The British Government has committed
all its available cash resource for war supplies and soon will need
credit, Sir Frederick Phillips, undersecretary of the British treas
ury, informed Secretary of the United States Treasury Henry
Morgenthau in two recent conferc ices, it was learned today.
.......... official
Manila, Dec, 11—Serious native uprisings in southern French
Indo-China are intensifying the difficulties of the French author
ities, striving to maintain control of the colony in the face of vig
orous Japanese pressure and armed conflict with Thailand (Siam),
according to uncensored accounts brought here today by travelers
from Saigon.
.......... official
London, Dec. 11—Britian's food situation was declared by
Minister of Agriculture R. S. Hudson today to be “just as grim”
as it was in the bleakest days of the World War when these islands
came perilously close to starvation.
......... verified
Tokio, Dec. 11—The Japanese press and nation are taking the
same attitude of injured innocence toward the freshly announced
British credit to China as they have toward other acts of AngloAmerican retaliation which have followed the signature of the
triple alliance.
.......... official
San Francisco, Dec. 12—With Navy Department funds prac
tically assured for development of Treasure Island as an airport,
the city yesterday abandoned—at least momentarily— efforts to
obtain Federal subsidy for the work from other departments.

S .A .C . to
take action
on laundry
On Tuesduy night, Dec. 10, Presi
dent Bill Himmelman opened thte
meeting in the usual procedure. The
limitation of the discussion period on
various issues in the SAC meetings
was discussed, but as it did not meet
with the approval of the SAC, the
subject was dropped.
Himmelman brought up the idea of
lighting the large tree in front of the
cafeteria with Christmas lights. The
group was very much in fnvor of this
idea, and an appropriation was made
from the general fund for the pur
pose of purchasing the necessary
lights.
John Carricaburu requested that the
SAC make a resolution stating thnt
no student be admitted to the student
body club dances without student body
cards. This is in effect at the In
ter-Fraternal dace of Saturday night,
Dec. 14. Also included in this reso
lution was a clause which stated that
no student may take part in student
body activities unless he posses a
student body card.
The Gamma Pi Delta fraternity
constitution was submitted to the SAC
for recognition nnd was accepted and
granted a charter. The Boots and
Spurs Association and also the Hor
ticulture club received charters.
Motions to pay bills of the student
body ware made, seconded and pass
ed. These bills amounted to $H>.32.
A committee consisting of John
Carricaburu as chairman, Phil York,
Cliff Brown, and Dave Tompkins was
appointed by Himnielman to meet
with a similar group from the N. Y.
A. unit. The purpose of this group is
to iron out difficulties which have
arisen between the N. Y. A. and Poly.
The present laundry situation was
discussed, and it has been decided
that definite Bction be taken to rem
edy the situation.
As there was no further business,
the meeting was adjourned.

Christmas banquet
to be held in cafe
Wednesday night
The nnnual Christmas Banquet will
be held in the cafeteria on Wednes
day, December 18, at 6 p. m. The
toastmaster will he Phil York and the
speaker for the evening is to be the
Rev. Ralph G. Isbell of Atascadero
who has spoken at Poly numerous
times before, including the Spring
Banquet of last year.
Toastmaster York said, “Rev. Is
bell is an excellent speaker. I guar
antee that there will not be a dull
moment in his speech as he uses very
amusing stories to put his points
across.” York also requested that stu
dents dress for the occasion.
In order to instill the Christmas
spirit, H. P. Davidson will lead in the
singing of Christmas songs. Other
entertainment planned is Hawaiian
Trio’s version of several Island songs.
Tlje trio is composed of Kenny Haw
kins, Jim Pappas, and Stan Raymond.
Due to congested conditions, only
students who eat regularly at the
cafeteria are invited to the Banquet.
All faculty members arc also invited.

Cross your fingersl
today is that day
of misfortune
Friday the 1th, the day of bad luck
and misfortune. By rights we should
all be sick in bed or have sprained nnkles—something should go wrong.
Still—don’t worry about it as it will
probably be just another day.
To most of you, today will be just
another day to mark off your calen
dar leaving only seven more before
the Christmas holidays, but to the
fellows of the El Mustang it will
mean the completion of its first suc
cessful year. Incidently this will be
the last publication of the El Mus
tang this year.
I.et’s let the old fogies of the yes
ter-years worry about the supersti
tious angle of Friday the 13th and
take it in our stride, making it ano
ther successful day which will be fol
lowed by many more.
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"Hawaii calls9' theme of last student dance
Julian A .

McPhee at dedication of thoroughbred unit

Fraternities sponsor
annua! Christmas forma!
ItY A1 Smith

As the melody of "Sophisticated Swing” floats over the cam
pus tomorrow night at nine, the last dance of the year at Poly, the
Christmas formal ball will be in session. This dance, sponsored by
the tri-fraternal groups on the campus: Alpha Gamma Episilon,

Card holders only
rule on Ch istmas
formal in gymnasium

Pictured above is Julian A. McPhee, president of the Culifo' ,i a State ’olylechn V, l>;>ldintr lb n K»u, one of the six
thorouKhhred horses presented to the school by the C ilifornia Breeders’ association. '1 lie occasion was the dedication of the new thoroughbred breeding unit on the Poly campus.

Horse breeders donati:e
mares to school program
Bing Crosby is among
contributors in program
Thoroughbred horse breeding on the
California Polytechnic campus wa
officially inauggerated when Charles
E. Perkins, chairman of the Thor
oughbred Breeders’ committee, cut the
green and gold ribbon to allow four
outstanding mares to be led out of
the new stable during a ceremony
Sunday. Hundreds of visitors from all
over the state witnessed the cere
monies.
In a short speech, Julian A. .Mc
Phee, president of the college, out
lined the steps leading up to the de
velopment of a thoroughbred ho ve
breeding project as a part of the reg
ular curriculum at the college. Mem
bers of the California Breeders' asso
ciation seated on the stand were in
troduced by J. I. Thiompsrfi, live
stock specialist at Poly.
Members of the association, an or
ganisation of most of the owners and
breeders of thoroughbred horses in the
state, who were introduced were
Henry P. Itussell, president of the as
sociation, Double II. Ranch, Carmel:
Carleton F. Burke. Greenfield farm.
Camarillo: B. K. Beckwith, field sec
retary, California Breeders’ associa
tion, East Pasadena; John J. Knezevich. public relations director, Holly
wood turf club, Inglewood; and
(Continued on Page 4)

Graduate Manager
announces new hours
for student business
The office hours of the graduate
manager have been announced as fol
lows:
Mondays, 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
Tuesdays, 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
Wednesdays, 10 a. m. to 11a. m.
Thursdays 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
Fridays, 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
Saturdays, 8 a. m. to 12 n.
Appointments may also be made.
A great many student body card
notes will soon be due, nnd it is sug
gested that all those holding notes be
prepared to make arrangements to
have them paid. Robert Mills, student
treasurer, or the new graduate man
ager should be contacted when a no
tice of the note’s coming due is re
ceived. These will probably be issued
during the coming week.
Student cards are still for sale at
the student body offices and will be
required in order for anyone to par
ticipate in Poly Royal or in any other
future student activities.

J. I. Thompson
expresses thanks
for assistance

Christmas parole !
seven it;ore days
until it s here

By Joii.-.nie Shea
Two week of freedom, fun and gai
ety await those foitunate ones who
go horn • mi I'ocomber 20.This big va
cation of the year climaxes the end
In a statement Ls .el recently, J. of the old quarter nnd the first three
I. Thompson, livestock specialist ut weeks of the new one, and is looked
forward to by mo t e e r y member of
Cal Poly, thanked nil those who as
the student body.
sisted him in making and in carrying
Those follows who hang out in the
out arrangements for the dedication couth will be taking in the Palndium,
ceremonies r.t the new thoroughbred I’, su.iena nnd Glendale Civics, the dif
horse project on the Poly campus. ferent Bowls”, Casa Manana, Casino
Said Thompson: 'W hen I am chair Go: dens, and other points of equal in
terest. Santa Claus Lane should ntman ol' a committee, someone ids ■
t act unit- of the Cal Poly hoys ns
does ull of the work. That was true well ns kiddies. Bullocks, Robinsons,
ns usual, in the staging of the a r May Company and a host of other fine
rangements for the dedication of the stores will attract many who arc in
thoroughbred horse unit yesterday.” tern .ted in tlie purchasing of u fine
lie went on to thank all those on gift for the little lady.
his committee and the many who, al
Xmas day comes around, turkey will
though not officially on it, volun ruain take the “lime-light” and there
tarily turned out to help. Thompson will lie many a happy face signifying,
ended the statement with the follow "I gut wliat 1 wanted!”
ing few words, "If in the future you
Xmas goes into the past, leaving
are a little uncertain about which
many memories behind and therv is
way the wind is blowing; just cast
a whole week till that day we can say
your eyes toward the supolo on the
goodby to Father Time. This week is
new horse ham. There the image of
taken up by many social events, in
“ Brig O'May” designed, const "auto 1
cluding Mother's “Remember John,
installed by ( one Boone will give
tomorrow is Sunday and you must
you the right an wcr.”
get up early to be on time for
church.” “Do I have to start that
again ma? la s t time 1 went was
Ea. ter.” (History repeats itself). But,
wait! Who is that new blonde across
the aisle ?You’U be home every week
end now and bo a regular church goer,
too.
January 1, 1941. New Years.
“Boy! Last night was sure a tough
one. But what fun I had! Say, Mom!
“No paper on the 20th.”
Due to a number of reasons the "El Get me up at 2:(••() p. m. for the game,
will you?”
Mustang” school paper for the Cali
The fifth rolls around pretty fast
fornia Polytechnic school wi'l n >t be
and
with school the next day you
published on Friday, Deco nber 20,
don’t feel like doing anything. Es
This date happens to he the date pecially going back to school.
on which school is dismissed fur
Being thnt the south IS the place
Christmas vacation nnd the e:. ite- to be from, there isn’t nnything on a
ment of going home might conflict vacation in the north, a “Merry
with the editing of the papei en the Ghristmas and a Happy New Year to
scheduled date.
you all.”
“El Mustvng” is contract d with the
National Advertising Service for its
advertising which is the main factor Music department presents
in the support of the paper. Wh n this book ends to Lucksinger
contract was drawn up last June,
December the 20th was lsft vacant
The California Polytechnic Music
because of the forseen Christmas va Department gave Oscar Lucksinger a
cation. Without this advertising there sign was a cowpuncher on a bucking
would not be sufficient income to pay pair of book ends on which the de
the expenses of publication.
been confined to the hospital,
The first edition after vacation will horse. Lucksinger has been sick for
be on January 0, 1911, when the pa several wc-.ks with pneumonia nnd has
per will again he available with many
Students and faculty members have
of the intere ting vacation happen expressed their sympathy nnd arc
ings in it.
wishing Dean Lucksinger a speedy re
1040.
covery.

That’s all there
i$; there ain’t
any more

“Any student who has paid for a
student body card but has not rece
ived it, any student who has lost his
c: V or any student without an identifi t on pictuic on his card should
com ct the graduate manager’s of
fice before the dance tomorrow
■tight.” John Carricaburu, graduate
: linger stated today. "Receipts of
payment will not be validated at the
Christmas formal according to orders
from the SAC, and it will be abso
lutely necessary for all men to have
student body cards to gain kadmittance,” he continued.
The inter-fraternity council, which
is sponsoring the dance, is cooperat
ing with the SAC and student offi
cials to make this event one of the
most enjoyable of the year. However,
funds which will go to pay for the
dance are derived entirely from the
sale of student body cards, ami there
fore it is the opinion of the SAC that
it would be entirely unfair to holders
of student body cards to admit those
who have not purchased the cards.
The dance, one of the highlights of
l he school year, is to make a strong
bid for the Clarence Brown cup
awarded by the well known jeweler
for the best student body dance of
the collegiate year. Tuxedos and dark
suits will be in order, and positively
no one will be admitted in sweater or
slacks or without a date. Thus the
inter-fraternity council hopes to
make the coming dance the greatest
one of the year.

Special Notice
During Christmas vacation the
Poly library will be open January
second, third, fourth and fifth from
2-5 p. m., said Henry Lash, school li
brarian. Lash also ndvised students
to watch the library door for any
changes in this schedule.
Attention those who ordered their
pictures from Vincent Trozera. You
« ill have until Christmas vacation tv
pick up your pictures. Any others who
wish pictures, order now! Costs afe
35 rents for unmounted pictures and
50 cents for mounted. This is abso
lutely the last opportunity for the pur
chase of the tool bull pictures. See
John Regan, Room 3. Chase Hall.

Sigma Phi Kappa, and Gamma Pi
Delta, will be in the theme of the Is
lands. This is Poly's first strictly for
mal dance of the year and will be
a no-stug, dress affair.
“Smoother and sweeter than ever,”
so say the many Cal Poly men about
the Cal Poly Collegians. When it '«
remembered that only four men .c
from last year’s Collegians, this
statement becomes a high compli
ment. And as the dances roll along,
this orchestra will improve more and
more until the finish and class of last
year’s group will be reached and per
haps surpassed.
For the Christmas Inter-Frat for
mal, several new tunes will he played,
as well as a new novelty group being
featured. The three vocalists, Jimmy
Pappas, Kenny Hawkins, and Stan
Raymond will be heard in many in
dividual vocals and for the first time
will be combined into a vocal trio
singing, “A Million Dreams Ago.”
Kenny will sing the old favorite, “Ol’
Man Mose,” which was literally de
manded by the old grads for the
Homecoming dance. For last year
this number stopped the dance when
everyone gathered around to hear
him sing it. Stan will sing the equally
popular “Hawaiian War Chant” in
Hawaiian, which was one of the fea
ture numbers on the last broadcast
of the Collegians. In addition he will
offer several other Hawaiian num
bers. among them “To You, Sweet
heart, Aloha,” and “Dreamy Ha
waiian Moon." Jimmy is proving one
of the smoothest vocalists of the
three. In “Tradewinds," “Solitude,”
and Moon-Glow," he really docs fine
work.
These three men form a combine
within the orchestra known as "The
Three Dukes,” with Hawkins and
Pappas on guitars and Raymond on
the ukeleie. In this group Raymond
is the featured vocalist in novel and
unusual Hawaiian songs with Kenny
and Jimmy harmonizing with him.
“The Three Dukes” made its debut
with great success at the Young
mers’ banquet at the Andrews He
some weeks ago,, but this w II b ■
first time the group will be featured
a t a dance.
In the brass section, “Handsome”
Phil York does his usual beautiful
solo work in such numbers as “I’m
Getting Sentimental,” Tommy Dorsel's theme song. Chan Vincent and
Bob Soule have paired into a fine
trumpet team, as well as doing very
nice individual solo work. Chan plays
both “hot” and “smooth” tune
equally well. Notice his style on
“Stardust” and “Hot Lips.” Bob in
terchanges with Chan on many solo
(Continued on Page 4)

Embryo professors at Poly
number twenty during fall
By Walter Dougherty

Would you like to be a cadet? A cadet here at Cal Poly, not a
cadet in the U. S. Army. Most of you will be in the Army soon
enough as it is. Cadet teachers are what we are talking about, the
men who are completing their pre-ag teaching courses here.
At Cal Poly this fall and winter
there arc twenty cadet teachers. Ten
of these are engaged in their practice
teaching in various schools in the sur
rounding region. The other ten are
training in agricultural skills and
rounding out their education prior to
doing their practice teaching. These
latter ten are now stationed on the
Poly campus. Eight of them are lo
cated in Deuel dormitory and the
other two are living in San Luis
Obispo.

Whal is a cadet?
A cadet is a student teacher in vo
cational agriculture. To become a ca
det one must complete a college edu-

cation nnd receive his Bachelor of
Science degree from an accredited col
lege. This means 30 quarter units of
plant production, 30 units of animal
production, 15 quarter units of agri
cultural economics or social science,
and 15 quarter units of agricultural
mechanics. After receiving his degree
the person enters into ten months of
teacher training. Five months of this
period is spent here and the other
five months a t some chosen high
school doing practice teaching. Four
of these schools are in the vicinity of
San Luis Obispo and three are in the
(Continued to page 4.)
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N . Y.

; i: ,t only t i express indi
tin' opinions of tiie masses
'o ’ the past few weeks a
i the .-tate i- h that has
■1 is.; only should but must
. p i,- ut laundry service

proble mb as been lTi.iny tm
now reached stu b a hr’..\ that a
bo found for it. The ; i
on the campio.
dast” the workings of an
Naturally, it i
satisfy and
fill organization that
with Polytechnic. Yet, hefulfil tin**1 term - of tin
. an at filiated this year
yond a dougt the latm- i”
rvice that
cannot or at any rate is r 4 p id:,
students attending this
is neces. ary is
school.
el ay between the reInefficiency cannot ' e blamed
■ ; ufficient
ceiving and delivery t htundiy i
i
t
■
'
y
<
t"
work
as
the college
facilities for handling
a largt
students provide weekly. We a’ /.< ’ a: w*. nr receiving special
put
ugh during the lull
rates because the colic; .< launt.r,•lap ( i time necessary for
of normal runs, sti'l, jtciging from t
e few and far bewashing and ironing tics year th■■■■
tween. To he able to Mir\i\e this s tetn a student must have at
least it complete va. . ■.'•u w:o o >■>> i two weeks. For example
o and only, and he wears
a student has a white shirt d'cihar.:it with the collar looking
it to a Friday night date an 1 i .mt
:i•'
1
nalurally it must undergo
as if he had run int< ■me red barn,
V . , dnesday he sends it out
the process of laundry.
the lollov
weekend arrives and our
with his regular laundry and the
rt. If he is lucky he will
misfortunate friend is without Ids 1
•
'
F
wing week. This means
receive it on the h t <
that if a student soils C tl in.g mi e day the bundles go out he
must wait an average ot 11 days 1 tc he may again wear that
article, and so i; work- del nding < ii e time the clothing is used
and the “lull" at our launc; ;•.
Last year wo had ji sv tern that a me I then and seems moreso
now—foolproof. We sent oi.i our la airy at the first of the week
and received in time Fi iday that we en i.:d . ’ an clothes for that
weekend jaunt home. It is suit, i
' !e ar.d probable that the reason for this sen ice was that this la ii I-., was more fully equipped
to meet the demands that v. f< 1 ai
. put forth unjustly.
The student representative as <il as the driver iu charge of
delivery for the pi -ent laundry hi done his la -l in endeavoring
to bring us more prompt er\ ice an i y<
e t h i n g has been done. If
our last year’s setup lies j.. <,\ 1 m !• y< ;.d a doubt to be the superit r of the two tl
o t permitted to change back?
No i ’K answers t hi-. i
.. 1 e n. - io feel that "passing the buck”
will remedy the immediate situalio n. Will it?—The Editor.
SI ( ( ESS I'LAN 01 1 LINED KM)R STUDENTS
The first quarter ha ended ai : ! all th tenseness of the first
quarter finals has ended. Students
Id curb a tendency to have
after final letdown in tin !: .udie: . The e-aning of C’hritmas ca
cation is another l,a/:ud , ■, y 1 :-i ndying We must all remember
that tlie work we do n-.,v and duiini.. tin quad, r is more important
than anything we may do in • iu v.« mall hour. « i the night just
before final examination
It is the every day work ti a; istematically carried out
that does the trick. The student ■i.o i on time with his daily as
signments and lice; in ■p wit i 'a: -work is successful. In ordor to get everything t n< it is metimt:- a good plan to arrange
a schedule and l,udg< i your time, Set a ide a time every day when
you can concentrate ; t acit : ubjt 1. Ulan the times when it will be
necessary for you t be in the lil rary and when you can study at
home.
In order to ntak
si an.i '
a iv to do, it would be
an excellent idea if
i. ' c ipi rate with the librarian
and not remove mate
li
. '• that i o;i reserve. —Dave
Carlin.

Ity Johnnie Shea
Hats off to George York for his
complimentary interest in this col
umn. His idea of clipping the column
::,id sending it home along with 15c
is a very good one. It is an excellent,
if not one of the best, ways to con
front the folks with what you want
for Christmas.
During the time between last week's
issue and this one, l have followed
(•> irge's suggestion and found out
through one of the local lassies about
what various gift selections there are
for the girl friend for Xmas.
Among the many new gift ideas
are many different and inexpensive
ones.

Accessories acceptable
Name hankies are always accept
able. The name is embroidered on the
hankie which comes in white, and will
well with most any outfit. All
girl u.-i a rat-tail comb. One is ob
tainable in a gifty looking set in a
leather case: rat-tail comb and nail
file. The comb comes in either silver
or gold finish.
As most girls are getting senti
mental to the point of carrying pic
ture. around with them, here is a
gadget they should want.lt is a little
, :-e about the size of a man’s pocket
vault and works on a spring. Just
. rah the sides and pull—the sides
come , part and there are two little
p . lures in frames; one on the bark

Letters lo The Editor
CON
Dear Editor;
On the front page of the last three
issues of the El Mustang I have no
ticed a two column space which is us
ually filled with old news of the war
situation. Just what is the object if
this column?
As yet I have failed to find any reahiii for your printing stagnant news
that we all have read during the week
and heard daily on the radio. Why
not fill this space with something
worth reading. It seems to me that we
have had enough of the war and na
tional affairs thrown ut us through
the mediums of commercial papers
without having them nppear in the
student news as well.
Think it over, surely there is sometiling more worth while to print than
that trash.
Sincerely,
Cecil Graham.
Editor’s Note: .The editors invite
further discussion on this question as
it is the policy of this paper to in
cite criticism of our news policies.

and one on the front. The case comes
in a covering of pigskin, or an ena
mel color. It's just the right size for
the girl friend's purse.
Now if you feel that you can afford
something a little bit nicer, maybe
a sweater or something, here are
some other suggestions.

Shea sets around
Challis pajamas can be had at
pretty reasonable prices. They are
warm to wear and are wonderful to
see. The robe and bed-jacket are of
the same sheer wool, and come in
pale blue with wall-paper roses
strung up and down in stripes.
Red sweater coats with four pock
ets and finer knitting at the waist
for snug fitting, are very nice also.
Other pajamas of brushed rayon,
conic in gay colors of bright blue,
orange, and bralliant pink. The tops
are styled like sweaters. One has a
shirt neck with turn hark collar, and
is open throated; another is like a
pull over and is striped, while still
another buttons cardigan fashion
right up to the neck. These are just
a few things that the girl friend
want as there are many more attrac
tive gifts to be found.
I hope that I’ve helped solve some of
you reader’s brain-straining problems
because writing this column has given
me a few ideas.
Here's wishing all of you a Merry
Xmas and a Happy New Year.

where th e .........
. . . . daylights meet
By Al Smith

Interesting facts about railroads in
the United States which make up
this week’s column were taken from
"Quiz”, a pamphlet published by the
Association of American Railroads.
The longest continuous rail is
7,700 feet long and is in use on the
Delaware and Hudson Railroad. The
standard rail length is 39 feet.
The longest stretch of straight
track is 78.86 miles in length and
runs between Wilmington and Ham
let, North Carolina on the Seaboard
Railway. The longest straight stretch
in Califonia is between Tagus and
Slater on the Southern Pacific, a dis
tance of 50 miles.
The steepest grade L on the Penn
sylvania Railroad at Madison, Indi
ana where the track climbs a 5.89
percent grade for 7000 feet. The
sharpest curve is at Morrow Castle,
Colorado and is 66 degrees.
The longest tunnel is under the
Cascade Mountains in Washington
and is -11,152 feet or 7.79 miles in
length. The longest tunnel on the
Cuesta Grade is Tunnel 6 which is
PRO
slightly over 3.300 feet long.
Dear Editor:
The longest railroad bridge is the
I have recently heard that there I.ucin Cut-off across Geat Salt Lake
was some dispute over whether news on the Southern Pacific and is 19
items of general interest should be miles long. It is of pile trestle con
found in the two column space in the struction.
front page of El Mustang.
Well, for the first time in a long know what's going on?
time 1 have become slightly familiar
Respectfully,
with world and current events, and
Hugh Bcment.
the reason is that in ten minutes, I
can read of important events in a
It was recently suggested by Chuck
brief, concise, boiled down form in Kick that it would bo a good idea to
which they appear on the front page. oiganize a shooting team at Califor
How many Poly students have time, nia Polytechnic. Out of the large en
or take time, to read more than the rollment there should be some very
headlines, the sport page, and the good shots. Rifle shoots could be ar
funnies in the daily paper. Yet so ranged with other schools and organciety demands that we possess some appointment to Annalolis, could not
■tree of intelligence, that we have izations. This idea is open for sug
some inkling of what is happening gestions which should be made to
outside of our own lives, that we be Chuck Fick or brought up at a Stu
able to start and maintain interesting dent Affairs Council meeting.
and diversified conversations.
So come on all you crack shots, let’s
organize a new outfit.
To do this, many people who are
Bob Ilimmelman.
Towdcd for time often rend articles
from magazines which specialize in
condensing longer choice articles from
other magazines. As I see it then, the
edito: of El Mustang are doing us
a real favor .. . poring over long,, dry
articles on current events . . . and then
giving the meat of these articles to
us in an interesting, boiled down
form.
I believe that those who oppose this
column would find their arguments
dissolving if they sat down and ac
tually read the darn thing. We’re liv
ing in dramatic, interesting times . , .
o for gosh sake, why shouldn’t we

Greetings gates, stick around while
I elucidate. Yes, it’s me once again
to entertain you with my gifted (?)
hand for writing.
Remember those signs that were
printed for the Cal-Aggies—Cal PolyRally saying,, "Remember the Elmo,”
well, I’ve seen a few lately and some
one has added to them, “Harpo's last
stand.” What possible reason could
the prankster have for doing this?
have you ever been stuck without a
thing to say, well that is my predic
ament right now. All right you guys
quit smiling like that, I haven’t given
up yet so keep on reading, I’ll think
’of something in a minute.
----- PAUSE-----Boy, oh! boy, my brain (no wise
cracks) is turning more revolutions
now than a Liberty motor (no, not
the ones in the aero shop) could in
a month. I’ve got it, gee, I smell
something burning, oh, th at’s right
I’ve just been thinking, but on with
the column or Brophy will have my
hide.
How many of you have realized
how many states and countries are
represented here at Poly. There are
representatives from Mexico,, Central
America,Hawaii, (ah-h-h-h-h Hawaii
where they serve, no, not beer, hut
Pineapple juice on tap). Just about
every state in the union, and every
square mile of California has a rep
resentative here. This all sums up to
one thing; Poly has quite a name to
bring fellows in like that and should
be called the International Settlement
rather than Cal Poly. Take stock of
your friends and find out just howmuch territory is covered. If they saysay they are from California, find out
if they are from God’s country or San
Francisco and points north.
Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells—Guess
who? Right, Santa Claus is coming
to town in about seven days, and New
Years is just six days after that, but
what I have to say is that I am
Santa's representative here at Poly
and am authorized to accept all re
quests, written or otherwise for what
you want for Xmas. So see me and
give me your requests, you know,
such as car, radio, loaded dice, mark
ed cards, beautiful blonde, etc. Last
year just after New Years I saw a
place that was selling beer for a pen
ny a barrel, and I was so broke I
couldn’t buy enough to get a "Barfly”
drunk, oh! unhappy day.
A certain teacher at this institution
whose initials are “Doc” Eaton said
that this column is too frivolous (I
bet he thought I couldn't spell it,
much less pronounce it). But, “Doc”
I disagree, this column is educational,
anyway you give me a faint ray of
hope because it means you must have
read it. At last, somebody else be
sides myself has read it.
We pause now for the columnists’
refreshment — Guzzle-Guzzle-Burpah-h-h-h-h. Now wear wuz eye, dam
the guy that invented rotating triperiter keys, I’ll moider da bum. Enyweigh on wif the neuz. Thish column
ish starting a drive 4 a safe and sane
Noo Year. There R only won ore too
rulz, fursht; don’t throw yur mt bot
tles aweigh carelessly, becuz U mite
ackseedently launch an innercent by
stander, bee sure ov yur aim. Second;
ho-hum-m-m-m, gee I’m tired, the
secund ish—yawn—dan't due anything
that the—yawn—snore z-z-z-z-z.

1 dropped into the libary a day or
two ago and as I entered I was
greeted with the usual friendly
smile of Librarian Henry L. Lash.
It immediately entered my mind that
here was a personality that Poly stu
dents should know. Everyone that
uses the library at some time or
other has met or will meet Mr. Lash.
A fine fellow with a friendly person
ality, Mr. Lash strikes one immed
iately as someone a person should
know. In answer to my request for
an interview Mr. Lash smilingly con
sented and unfolded the folowing
facts about himself.
Before the Civil War his grand
father settled in California and es
tablished himself in the lace business
in San Francisco. Henry Lash’s fa
ther was born and raised in San
Francisco. The firm he worked in
made theater sceney and equipment.
Henry Lash began his life in New
York City near 110th St. and Boadway. He was raised in the neighbor
hood of 72nd and 86th streets. As
a boy he rode the subways and ele
vateds and learned to speak with a
New York accent.
His college education was obtained
at Harvard. This came about because
his father wanted to attend Harvard
and was not abe to do so. His early
life ambition was to be a well-dressed
Wall Street stock broker. In college,
though, his ambition changed and h“
decided to become a psychiatist. Dur
ing his college career he worked in
the John Winthrop House library and
also in the philosophy library. His
summers he spent as a counselor and
instructor in various boys camps in
New England. One of these was
Heny Street Settlement for the un
derprivileged boys of the slums. In
college he also joined in aquatic
sports and although he did not make
his Varsity swimming letter he ex
celled in swimming for the Junior
Varsity and won many medals. In
addition to this he also went out for
the 150 pound crew.
After graduating from Harvard
cum Laude in psychology in 1932 he
was awarded a deans scholarship to
Columbia University where he obtain
ed his M. S. degree in 1933. In 1936
and 1937 he studied library work at
U. S. C. and obtained his Bachelor of
Library science degree. His experience
includes a position as secretary for
McFaddcn Publications, a clerk in
Macey’s department store in New
York City, English teacher at Mamaroneck High school in Mnmaroneck,
N. Y., Assistant Examiner on the
New Yok City Board of Examines,
a page in the Los Angeles Public Li
brary and then a senior libarian,
short time work with Selzneck Inter
national Pictures Inc., librarian at
Greely High School in Greely, Colo
rado for one year, and now his pres
ent position as librarian here at Cal
Poly.
If you haven’t met Mr. Lash yet
drop into the libray and get ac
quainted with him. He’ll be glad to
meet you and Jielp you find nny in
formation you may be looking for.
If you haven’t met Mr. Lash yet
drop into the lobrary and get ac
quainted with him. He’ll be glad to
meet you and help you find any in
formation you may be looking for.

SEE MIKE AT

Daniels &
Bovee
998 Higuera - Ph. 1335

Cooperation
Working together is the key to life,.
Sharing our burdens without strug
gle or strife,
Shouldering our responsibilities with
a will.
Doing our work, with utmost skill.
Always lending a helping hand;
Without praise or a grand-stand
band;
Smiling and saying a word of cheer.
For someone feeling "blue” to hear.
Good sportsmanship in what'er you
do.
Knowing that “fair play” will see
you through;
For it is the little things in life that
count.
No problem too huge to surmount.
’Tis your fellow being to consider
first,
To go without water that he may
not thirst;
Ah! 'tis indeed a proven friend, that
would this do,
To be empty-handed yourself to see
him through.
On this highway of life, we’ll meet
friend and foe.
Extending good fellowship will be
hard and slow;
Winning him over who is naught a
friend.
Proves thy worth in gold, in the end.
Dan Brown,
Resident Project Student.

Some girls are like corks; some will
pop the question; others will have to
be drawn out.

T he C l o t h i e r s

For Those Good
. Sam-burgers and Foot .
Long Dogs

0
782 HIGUERA STREET

FOR ROUGH RIDER CORDS AND TROUSERS
INTERWOVEN SOCKS - ARROW SHIRTS
COOPER’S JOCKEY SHORTS

Also Serving
Breakfasts and Dinners
1057 Monterey St.
Next to Chevrolet Garage

“Tex” Wilson and the Rest of the Staff Wish All of

Obispo Theater

Pol* a

Starts Sunday, Dec. 15

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a
HAPPY NEW YEAR

Latest Decca Phonograph
Records

Marvin Newman, the wild man from
Shafter, California, (yes, it is in Cali
fornia) was seen getting a date with
pretty Luty Coleman. Fast Work,
Speed.
Boys are supposed to be boys but
when the Phantom saw some of the
Jesperson lads playing jacks in front
of their dorm, he was speechless.
Yours truly says grow up, kids.
Harrison Hurd, from you know
where was seen out with a mystery
woman, name of Jerry Frances. Sandy
is the boy to -stay away from, Jerry,
he is what they call a wolf in France—
cigarette wolf!
Rumor has it that Poly took over
that hot spot, Oceano, last weekend.
“Taylor” Huffman celebrated his
birthday Saturday. Ask Huff what
I.etson and the boys from the Boar’s
Nest gave hint. Pretty nice, eh Huff?
Jim Polk and that damsel from Cor
ona are still communicating. They met
last Poly Royal. The Phantom thinks
she wants a date for next year’s Poly
Royal.
Bill Ash and blonde Sybil Loveate
were seen pitching woo last Saturday
night. Watch out, Bill. You may be a
gentleman but blondes are expensive.
Harpo has a lot of nerve denying
that his favorite sport is jacks. He
holds the western title for doubles.
Speaking of rubbish, Harpo is so in
love he reads letters from his L. A.
girls six times hourly.
Maybe you don’t know it but Bob
Mills is the kind of a guy who would
marry Ann Sheridan for her money.
Why doesn't soneone tell Hugh
Long what love is? Maybe he should
ask Herb Fisher.

5) Sdiulzel}ftdlfiea&(%1

SAM’S

PHILCO RADIOS

From $11.95 and up
Sold on Easy Payments

THE P H A N T O M . .

By Walter Dougherty

Wilson s Flower
Shop
Flowers for Every Occasion
1110 Garden

San Luis Obispo
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Basketball

Mustangs to
seek revenge
in casaba tilt
Coach Howie O’Daniels and his
squad of basketeers will leave this ufternoon for Santa Barbara to play u
return game with the Guuchos at the
new Armory hall tonight, bast week
the Mustangs were taken from vic
tory by u lust quarter splurge put
on by the Gauchos while they held
the Mustangs to 8 points for the whole
second half. The return of Mai Woolcott, Kay Katayama and lanky Lou
Beban will add a great deal of power
for counter attacks in the pinches
which showed up the difference of
victory last week.

Mustangs to use last break
Howie has sent his chargers
through fast break formation all week
and hopes to be able to use this type
ball to score the necessary points for
victory over the Gauchos. Last week
the Mustangs were at a handicap witn
four varsity men on the sick list, and
with these back in the lineup we may
see a team that will be hard to beat
in any league.
At the forward spots Couch Howie
O’Daniels will send Blanton and Trillus in there to pave the way of the
way for the Mustangs. Trillus, with
his cngy ball handling abbility will
be the feeder for Blanton who has
a dead eye when near the bucket.
Trillus will also be there when there
are a few points, needed to keep the
lead or to overcome a lead. With two
fast men at these positions Coach
O’Doniels can use the fast break to
an advantage.

Ilehan to cover center
Lou Beban will be used to cover the
tali Santa Barbara center, Steward,
the spot that most of the air plays
start from. Beban was the stur of the
Madera championship team last year.
Standing better than six feet, with a
good shooting eye in and around the
basket, Lou will be counted on to do
a lot for the Mustangs this season. He
will lineup ns a guard and then being
shifted to the center slot on defense.
His running mate will be Glen Ar
thur, regular guard on last year’s
varsity. Glen plays a good defesive
game and with a fairly good eye with
enough speed to start the fast break
on its way. Ted Yundling will start
ut center and it was his recovery
work that kept the Mustangs in pos
session of the ball a great deal of the
time. With a little more experience
Ynndling will be a hard man to keep
off the court.

Second squad about equal
When the going gets a little ton
tough for the first squad Coach Howie
O’Daniels can send in a second team
that is probably a better defensive
squud than the first hunch. Mul Wol
cott, the center, is a good man to use
us a feeder and has an equal eye for
pot shots a t the buckst. He will be
used a great deal in the Santa Bar
bara game. At guard there will be
Katayama, the all-conference guard
on the Pasadena J. C. team last year.
He has recovered from the flu and will
no doubt be used aganist the
Gauchos.
Howard Picton will be used at the
other guard spot and if the Gauchos
do not open their defense it will be
Picton that will bi ing them out with
his long accurate shots. Two fast for
wards will represent the second team
in Perieria and Focacci. These two
forwards are probably faster than the
regulars but not quite ns accurate in
the style of the Mustangs.

Gauchos prepare defense
With an unexpected defense and a
fnst break that was used by the Mus
tangs last week. Coach Willie Wilton
sent his squad through defenses and
offenses to he used against the Mus
tangs tonight. This week comes the
information from the Southern cam
pus to the effect that the Gauchos
will keep Guerrero hack of the black
line to open up the zone defense with
his long shots. This will break up the
zone and leave the center spot open
for the cut and pass formation. Re
ports also state that the Gauchos will
use the well knowrn “freeze" ball,
when they are in the lead which will
call for the defensive man to come out
and leave his zone position. This will
pave the way to the bucket. The Gau
chos are really out to beat the Mus
tangs.

COMPLETE
CLOTHIERS
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More or Less

by L.e$ Vanoncini

Season opens
The basketball game last Friday night officially opened the
basketball season here at Cal Poly, IJofore a capacity house the
students roared and cheered the Mustangs on. It sounded just like
the attitude ot the fellows at Santa Barbara last football season.
It also showed that a meeting of these two schools on any field in
any sport will draw a lot of high spirited fellows out.
Blanton was in jured
When Blanton intercepted that pass and started to dribble
down the court lie was hit plenty hard by the Gaucho guard. This
incident of course was purely accidental but nevertheless it did not
sit very well with the Poly rooters as they began to yell for some
body’s hide. We hope this did not get back to Santa Barbara as
they are liable to make something out of it.
Santa Barbara fans did not like us
When an over-enthused bunch of Poly rooters began to yell
at the refs and the Gaucho players, a few Santa Barbara fans be
gan to protest to Poly students about the attitude of the Poly stu
dents. They mentioned the fact that “THEY HAD HEARD Of”

THE HOSPITALITY OF CAL POLY.” It struck me a rather funny the Mustangs made with only one week of practice under theii
as I was one of the fellows that followed the football team to Santa oelt.
Barbara and I was led to believe w'hat was to be expected when we Some dirty work
arrived, bands, pretty girls, a big dance,, and a lot more things. I
There have been rumors or a little evidence furnished in th •
never saw anything like this. Then they say our hopitality was bad. effect that there is a student on our campus that lias been furni i
Maybe we had better stop.
ing information of the type of ball the Mustang play. W!u aever a
Students leave for Gaucho land
There will be a lot of fellows going down to the game tonight new type of play was used iu practice to stop a . •ptuin .■(liter team
to watch the Mustangs play. They may as well expect anything to or other plays set up for scoring plays against this team- t!i in
happen. This game is going to be a carker with both teams on an formation wm received at that cl 1 before the I
n. This is wl
equal par and there seems to be a little unfinished business to be bers themselves can work it to j
treason—and
the
penalty—well,
wv
will
just skip that part. If
taken care of by both sides.
there
is
any
such
fellow
on
this
campus
he
had better mac him If
Mustangs on short end—hut favorite
pretyt
scarce,
for
if
he
is
so
loyal
to
that
school
why in tl...
The Mustangs are not expected to win tonight by many au
he
here?
We
realize
that
scouting
i
legal
but
not
to this extent and
thorities. nevertheless we will say that they will be the favorite
if
this
is
continued,
something
is
liable
to
happen.
This information
team. They showed that they could handle themselves in any league
was
mentioned
during
last
football
season
but
wa
droppe I fur the
last Friday night. Witn the regulars returning, adding a great deal
lack
of
evidence,
it
was
verified
recently
through
additional in
of povter, the Mustangs have the strongest combination in many
a year. Coach Howie O’Daniels was very pleaed with the showing formation

Santa Barbara takes close
game bom Cal Poly Mustangs

Poly boxers ready
to face tough
opposition

The Santa Barbara Gauchos came '■cored 10 points for the Poly cagers.
to San I.uis last week with somethin.; Ted Vanderling was the best de
less oa their mind than they received. fensive man for the Mustangs as he
The sttrong quintet from the south constantly used his height to an ad
vantage by recovering many shots off
land scratched out a 31-28 victory of the backboard. Guerrero was held
over our Mustangs who had been lead in check by the Mustang guards and
ing the Gauchos for thro ■periods and found it very difficult to use his speed
finally succumbed to tlu toot of the to an advantage.
whistle that sent Gil Trillus to the Cul Poly
sidelines with four fouls and later
Fg
Ft
Pf Pts
Blanton went out after being hit in Trillus, F
3 • 0
4
0
the pit of the stomach. The margin Mcndosu, F 0
0
0
0
0
between victory and defeat for the Blanton, F
5
0
0 10
Mustangs was the lack of reserves Poriera, F
0
1
0
1
on the sidelines. Eoui of the regu Vanderling, (’
2
2
0
3
lars were out with the flu which left Picton, G
2
1
0
2
only three substitutes for the game. Arthur, G
3
1
2
7
Gauchos display a lot of ability
Focacci, (!
0
0
0
0
The Gauchos were represented by Alexander, G
0
0
3
0
a team that is expected to repeat Anderson, G
0
0
3
0
the same performance they completed
12
4 17 28
last year when they won the 2C2A
championship. They were definitely
Santa Barbara
not at full caliber last week as they
Fg
Ft
Pf Pts
were not ill shape. The Mustangs
0
0
0
0
played very good ball and had it not Castas
2
44
1
8
been for the fellows on the sidelines Guerrero
1
0
2
2
the Mustangs may have taken the Caudillo
0
0
0
0
game. The Gauchos were surprised as Leveille
2 11
5
1
they had anticipated a different brand Steward
2
3
3
7
of hall ns that employed by the Mus Brewster
o
Grey
0
2
0
tangs.
0
0
1
0
on the Mustang team proved thnt Liberman
he was quite capable of handling him Rider
0
1
2
1
self on the basketball court us he
10 11 12 31

Swimming team
shaping up For heavy
schedule of meets
“The Poly swimming team is
shaping up in fine form and should
he ready for uctive competition ni a
very few weeks,” said Don DeRosa,
the Poly aquatic coach this week.
DeRosa and his mermen have been
working out nightly for the past week
in preparation for coming meets with
such colleges as San Francisco State,
University of California at Davis,
Taft J. C., and many other collegiate
teams and athletic clubs on the coast
provided that the times in the coming
interdorm meets are reasonable.

I’oly swimmers needed

Nebraska
to meet
Stanford
Nebraska Cornhuskers with a lone
defeat by the Golden Gophers of Min
nesota in nine K&mcs were chosen by
the Stanford Indians to represent the
east in the Hose Bowl on New Years
day.

Indians undefeated
The Stanford Indians who cinched
the Rose Bowl hid by going through
the Pacific Coast Conference unde
feated and untied after a disasterous
last year when they failed to win a
game, will be out to win their third
Rose Bowl victory. Their last appear
ance at Pasadena was in 1935 when
the “vow” boys under Coach “Tiny”
Thornhill defeated Southern Metho
dist Mustangs 7 to 0.

There are many fine swimmers in
Poly who keep themselves hidden. If
some of these fellows would come out
it would help to put the swimming
team on a footing equal in reputation
to our other organizations. Swim
niing at present is classed as a minor
sport and therefore rates a circle "P.” New style of play
This season the Indians have a new
Among the men entered in the
swimming and diving arc N. Peter coach in Clark D. Shaughnessy and
son, R. Burger, B. Hargis, F. Morgan, they use n new system, the “T” for
B. Ehrenborg, It. Davies, N. Smith, mation with a razzie dazzle attack
and K. Uhlman, all of whom are free which really dazzles.
style men. O. Reiner and Chapman Nebraska’s record impressive
The Nebraska Cornhuskers, cham
are swimming the backstroke, W.
Hughling the breast stroke, K. Wilf pions of the Big Six Conference, hold
wins over Indiana, Kansas, Missouri,
and R. Drier me our divers.
Oklahoma, Iowa, Pittsburg, Iowa
The team last year had a joint
State, and Kansas State, and lost to
meet with Santa Marin and Snn
Minnesota 13 to 7, which is ranked
Francisco State. This was a great
the number one team of the nation.
success, showing the interest of our
“Biff" Jones coaches
sttudents in the aquatic sport.

In San Luis Its

E. C. LOOMIS & SONS
For Better Feeds
117 High St.

San I.uis Obispo

The Huskcrs are coached by Major
“Biff” Jones, former Louisiana State
mentor, who is no sttranger on the
Pacific Coast. For the last few sea
sons he has coached the West AllStars in the annual Fast-West game
at the Kezar Stadium at San Fran
cisco.

Here is a story of a student who
was handicapped with a deformity for
California Polytechnic’s initial at life until a ham-baked doctor came
tempt at intercollebiate boxing is well along and put the fellow in shape.
under way and the Mustang battlers This is the ease with Ray Yaralla of
are rapidly rounding into condition the NYA unit on the holl.
Ray was affected with infantile
according to mentor Wally Kienitz.
paralysis when he was a child. Nu
Boxing has long been an attraction
at previous Poly fun nights and near merous operations were performed
by local arena’s, but never has the without much success. He had been
local institution put forth an inter wearing braces on his leg until re
collegiate team. Captain Deuel ex cently. The last operation that was
pressed his enthusiasm for such a performed loft him without any mus
team. California Aggie is represent cle in the calf of his right leg as they
ed by one of the finest boxing ag were removed by the doctor. The mus
gregations on the west coast, and we cles of the thigh were all intact which
see no reason why we shouldn’t did not give him enough power to lift
have a team on a par with our rivals his leg, therefore causing him to drag
from Davis.
his foot when he walked.
Our hoys are not polished performers
Ray went to Chuck Yolz and ex
as >et hut all have great potential plained the situation to him and
ities. Representing the various di wanted to know if he thought his
visions on the Poly roster are "Kid class would do him any good. This
Anderson,”
lightweight
sensation was near the first of Nnovember and
from the bay area. Gene De Ment, Chuck assured him that he could do
who met with a great amount of suc
cess fighting for the Multonomah
athletic club in Portland; also in the
welterweight class is the dynamic
Minor Sports
punching “Natie"~ Schuster, who
hails from Shanghai, China. The mid
dleweight
division
seems
the
Skiing
strongest as it has two top-notch
The sport of the northern coun
performers in Ardeo I.eorard, sharp
shooting 155-pounder who won Mo tries has of late become an American
desto's golden gloves title two years
institution, yes, skiing has become
in the running, and Dave . Kisling, such a paramount factor in the eyes
well known holdover from last year's
of the sporting world that we here
stable.
In the light-heavyweight division at Poly have decided on a ski club.
we find Paul Platz the “Atascadero This may seem a hit fantastic to
assnsin.” Wally Kienitz is also a fine those who have not ventured out of
worker in that division but his chief the sunny clime, hut it is a definite
business is schooling the team in the reality as we are ahl« to fully enjoy
rudiments of the manly art. Cy Per such a sport in a three-hour's drive.
kins, who hails from the land of the The nearby Sierras offer splendid fa
tall timber, is rounding into top con cilities for the sport that has become
dition and seems destined for a suc a hobby with most of young America.
Most schools are represented with
cessful campaign among California’s
a ski team, winter social life in east
heavyweights.
The squad will take an extended ern schools is primarily skiing. Prom
rest over the- holidays and on return inent among these are the Pennsyl
ing will take up where they left off. vania invitational, the Dartmouth
The boys are sincere in their training winter carnival, Washington State’s
chores and are looking forward to a annual winter sports extravaganza,
great amount of success in the and countless others. By displaying a
certain amount of interest for such
hempen square.
a move a great deal of sheer thrills,
and general good time can be derived
Gailaraneau, Stanford back from this venture.

most undcrated 1940 player
The most underated back of the
year goes to Hugh Gailaraneau of the
Stanford Indians. Hugh, a 23 year old,
190 pound, half is one of those story
book boys that you read about and
see on the screen but never in actual
life. Gailaraneau graduated from a
large high school in Chicago where he
received his letter in swimming but
never went out for football.
Hugh Gailaraneau was one of the
boys that kept Stanford in the list of
unbeaten teams of the Nation. He
could always be called on for a couple
of yards at anytime and especially
when things were not going so good.
When the season yards were com
puted for each ball carrier at Stan
ford, it was found that Hugh Gallarancau led the list. He carried the hall
106 times and gained 599 yards, this
put him ahead of little Pete Kmetovic
who carried the ball 81 times for a
Bill: “Can I trust him?”
Bob: “No. Even the wool he pulls
over your eyes is half cotton.

GENARDINI’S MEN’S WEAR
BETWEEN THE BANKS
PHONE 1362

SAN LUIS OBISPO

Dr. V o lz proves worth of weight
lifting as he aids boy to recovery

779 HIGUERA ST.

total gain of 522 yards and which
also shows that he lost a total of 445
yards for nine games. Gailaraneau
lost only two yards all season and
that was against Washington and the
U. C. L. A. team after he had gone
six fuH games.
The NEA sports editor Harry Gray
son after he had picked Gailaraneau
over Kmetovic and Norm Standlee for
an All-American berth called him the
“fastest and cleverest back of htc
Stanford Cinderella combination."

Tasty Coffee Shop

him some good. He started his train
ing as was prescribed by Chuck to
give aid to the affected limb and also
work on the psychological angle of the
student. As Chuck explained to the
author, the thigh muscles were intact
but were very weak and coused the
drag of the foot. It was with this
thought in mind that Chuck started
to work on, to strengthen the thigh
muscles. Ray reported to class four
times a week and went through the
prescribed exercises. This not only
has increased his thigh leg from 18”
to 22" but has started Ray on the
road to physical health.
Before he was afraid to walk fast,
now he can run fairly rapidly and
does not drag his foot. With the cour
age that has been shown by this stu
dent in trying to develop himself and
with the rapid change that has taken
place,, we give Chuck Yolz a lot of
credit. To this student, all the praise
that can be given to anyone.

Harmon ends colorful
career by placing as
All-Am erican

SANTA BARBARA, Dec. 12.—
Caution was the keynote of the week
for the Santa Barbara State college
Gauchos as they prepared for their
two night stand ugainst the Cal Poly
and LnVerne aggregations this Fiiday and Saturday, opening their home
game schedule in the local National
Guard armory.
tp a rh Willie Wilton's 2C2A basket
ball champions got more thi n i|ir>
bargained for J.e-t week when thoj
were jii't abide to nose out th" ton•’h
Cal Poly quintet, 31-2\ in their sea
son's opener at San I.uis Obispo
However, despite the scare, the
Gauchos, players uml fans alike, are
more than slightly nettled over the
report that Mustang adhetants are
claiming that the Cal Poly team out
played them throughout the game, an 1
are out to prove otherwise Friday
night.
Main reason attributed to the close
score against the Mustangs was the
fact that the Santa Barbara ca ers
have been practicing against a man
to man defense in their pre-season
practice sessions and ran into a zone
defense in their opening game.
Coach Wilton is still undecided
about his starting lineup for t his
week's brace of games. Tommy Guer
rero, All-conference forward, is cer
tain of one starting position, hut the
other forward berth is being bitterly
contested for by Paddy Caudillo, 1940
regular, John CostasP, reserve, and
Bill 1 eveillc, transfer from Pasadena
Junior colege.
Lowell Steward, high scoring Ne
gro. has the starting call at center
and I.arry Brewster has one guard
position sewed up. Gordon Gray, 6*5”
reserve, Dick Rider, former frosh
flash, and Dan Lieherman, transfer
from U. C. L. A., battle for the other
first string post.

Tom Harmon, the year’s greatest
back, played his last game for Mich
igan against Ohio State Nov 23 at
Columbus, Ohio. For 59 minutes and
22 seconds he ran, passed and kicked
until his legs were leaden with fati
gue and his blue jersey was half off
his back. He scored three touchdowns
and kicked four points after touch
down.
Michigan won 10 to 0 and when
Harmon trotted off the field, frenzied
fans swarmed around him and pulled
his jersey to shreds. In heating Ohio
State, Harmon broke Red Grange's
great record for three years of var
sity playing by scoring 33 touch-*
downs to Grange's 1, amassing a to
A common cause of indigestion, par
tal of 237 to Grange’s 186 points. For ticularly in young girls, is the eating
his great playing he was awarded the of sweets and the drinking of the
Hciseman Memorial Trophy as 1910’s abominations dispensed in the chem
outstanding football player.
ists’ shops ni the form of ice cream
Harmon recently appeared on an N. sodas, etc.
B. C. program and received $900 for
it. Harmon spent nearly all of this
money in buying his teammates
medals and gifts saying. “If 1 didn't
have your excellent blocking 1 would
never have made the line of scrim
mage."
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Los Lecheros
entertained by
vormer student
I.os Lecheros club members were
witi tiiuH'.l !it their regular club
h u t ;ng Dec. 10, by Dale Heffington,
a I'm-ii-v: slui!>'iit at I’oly, who spoke
on ts. 1 i. ■ hil.it at the New York
Wo-M'.- I . i . i . Heffington, who has
' i i i■:|■I oil fur two yeais at the
shibit at the World’s Fair,
i.i'i I tl.at at their exhibit they
had 1T.0 i...\ lepiesenting the five
b i 1
Holsteius, Jersey,
y, Ayrshire, and the Brown
. The cows were furnished by
the bit. 1 associations, who in turn
' ib i fi -u the outstanding dairyall ■ r the United State* and
Canada.
B ih:.
had G5 students from
e\i
a (Culture college in the U. S.
i: 1 a
. i nn Canada, to help take
care of the cows. The cows were
•••ill.e.l mi a lotilactor which is a rcvub. ing table on which the cows are
ndiked. By a e of this rotilactor 12
cow \\i e milked in 20 minutes. Ileffin;,t m ai l. “Borden’s were so well
plia. ob v. Ii the work the boys did
tl.at each boy was offered a Rood job
u; ou c unpletion of their work at the
fair.”
Chairman Bob Brocsal announced
that the dairymen would hold their
club dance on Feb. 1.
Billiard \\ liitney was elected nianar of the Bos l.echeros basketball
liaui wlbeh will compete in the Baskctbu'.l T i irnamint sponsored each
ye r by the Young Farmers. "The
il. i y ti .a laving the banner last year
by • ic ■ it to the Poultry will come
' -tk '.
year to win the penant by
i
i ■ .in than did the Poultry
last year,” said Whitney.

Card holders only rule on
Christmas formal in >;ym
(Continued from Page 1)
nr.mlie• and does a smooth job not
mi'y
i the Collegians theme, “Sophi.-1 .cati tl Swing,” but on the dreamy
mu. 'crs, "In A Sentimental Mood,”
and “So; histi. ated Lady.” To get the
line team work of the brass section,
the bo\- have two section rehearsals
a week .n addition to the regular re
hearsals on Monday and Thursday
nights from eight to eleven
I lie vei stile Keg Brown is playing
pi no this year. Many will remember
li's fiiu w. 'k in the sax section last
>car. lie is the backbone of the rhythm
sort.im with his steady and solid plajing. Be offers some fine piano interbi i ■ and breaks as well as the solo
•a 'One O'clock Jump.” In addition
In
- off the tempo for each num
ber.
Two new sax players
i be sax section, with two new men
in it. as in the brass section, started
nli ilie s; .u an In great shape only to
!i...«' the brass section surpass it.
However, this was due to the fact
that tb ■ itimi could not have secii n rehearsals in l.avers and Greinetz had to ipcad so much time with
'■be i .alar band in preparation for
'ic loo!! all g lines. How ever, w ilh the
! ».'! ill
an over, these fellows
hi" had several special rehearsals
nd you vull notice the difference in
the smoothness of their style.
V. beri a , each man in the brass
1 1 h. only the one instrument
; i worry about, each man in the sax
i ’-ion has three to play, two saxes
• . Lai i a, manager of the
i.i i he.-11 a, is producing a fine tone on
1 tii the baritone sax and Eb sax.
Hal Grcinctz and . ini McFarland have
! "tb be, n alto men in the past and
s lb ir first experience in play
ing on the tenors. Needless to say,
both are doing a great job. The clari
net work in t b s section is very near
ly excellent, in such tunes as the
tissue. “Lover’s Lullaby” and “I’m
Gi lt ng Sentimental.” Greinetz’ solo
vi" k in uch numbers ns “Gin Mill
S; ec.nl and “Way Ilown Yonder” is
especially good.
' t Lave , Is doing an excellent
job
manager this year. You will
m>t <o the new set-up on the floor
">c the Chi istmas formal, nccessitati ! by tin* closing off of th e stage for
the student Store. Mort has planned
t
and with the help of other mem! ,s of the orchestra has worked it
out. With the new expensive Western
Fleet l ie microphone being used it is
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A g and industrial
education broadcast
over K V E C Thursdays
Agriculture and Industry is the
name of a new radio program which
is aired over KVEC every Thursday
at 1:45 p. m.
The program is designed to ac
quaint the public with the work of
tho various departments of the
school. Robert Kennedy, journalism
instructor, is in charge of the series.
The writing of the program is a pro
ject of the technical writing class.
The programs so far have dealt
with the silage program of the crops
department, the national defense pro
gram of the N. Y. A. and adult na
tional defense sttudents, and the
Thoroughbred breeding program.
The program is broadcast from the
main studios of KVEC. One of the
features of the program is the fact
that members of Mustang Masquers
take part in bits of dramatic dia
logue. The announcer for the series
is a student, Dave Carlin.
The program next week will feature
the quick freezing equipment of the
Air Conditioning department.

ALUMNI NOTES
The alumni news column does not
appear in this issue of El Mustang
because of the fact that the alumni
editor has not yet been elected. Will
anyone who has any news items per
taining to the Alumni Association
please send them to the Alumni As
sociation, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo.
During the home-coming game a
light gray overcoat was left on the
bleachers which may belong to some
alumni member. The coat was turned
in to Captain .1. C. Deuel, who is
holding it in the gym until claimed.

Students approve
idea of lighting
giant evergreen
The Christmas spirit will soon reign
on the campus of California Polytech
nic when the large evergreen tree in
front of the dining hall will be decor
ated with 150 colored lights. This is
the first time this tree has been dec
orated but from this year on it will
be an annual affair, according to Bill
Himmelman, student prexy. The
money for the lights will be taken
from the Student Affairs Council
fund.
There also will be several large
spot lights directed at the base of the
tree; these lights will be furnished by
the electrical department. Those who
are helping in the decoration of the
tree are Bill Kouns, Lowell Craig,
Blake Zavitz, Macauley Phillips, Hen
ry Casey, and Bob Himmelman.
“An excellent idea to further the
Christmas spirit,” Prexy Himmelman
said.
“This is a good idea and that is a
beautiful tree to decorate,” Lamar
Hicock said.
“This will add to the Christmas
spirit which up to this time has been
greatly lacking,” Henry Warren said.
“This is an excellent idea and
should become a tradition and be car
ried on from year to year,” Peter
Weber said.
“That is a good idea and will make
everyone realize that the Yuletide
season is now upon us,” Dave Carlin
said.
“The Christmas spirit has been
lacking up to now and the fellows
eating in the cafeteria will be able to
enjoy the tree while dining,” Johnny
Shea said.

Horse breeders donate
mares to school program
(Continued from page 1)

necessary to keep dancers from
bumping into it and the other micro
phones. Therefore an artistic picket
fence will enclose the orchestra from
the floor. The risers will be set in a
different way and special lighting
from the floor to the new idea of
drapes behind the Collegians, neces
sary both for looks and for keeping
the sound from being bounced back
from the walls. These drapes will be
fourteen feet high, and hung in a
clever semi-circular fashion, worked
out by the old master, Professor
Henry Figge and his good-looking
stooge, Los Finlay of the band. Figge
has done several great jobs for the
music department in addition to this
one. He made all the metal stands
as are used by the band, and the big
standards for the new drapes in the
music room, as well as the solid dolly
for the grand piano which makes it
very simple to move the piano
around. Needless to say, everyone in
the music department appreciates his
fine cooperation.

Tuxedos arrive
The tuxedos for the new men of
the orchestra have arrived, so that
every man will he dressed in the lat
est correct formal stylo (Johnny Shea
please notice). In addition, each man
will wear maroon boutonaires, ties
and cummerbunds.
Due to several unavoidable activi
ties and the “flu” epidemic, there
have not been as many “Collegiate
Club” dances as had been planned.
Rest assured, after the Christmas va
cation, there will be plenty of such
dances, for those held this fall have
proved extremely popular with large
crowds in attendance. I.avers guar
antees that there will be even more
Collegiate Club dances this year than
last year. To let everyone know when
these will take place, Jimmy Pappas
has prepared some very fine signs
with pictures of different members of
the orchestra on them. These signs
will he placed in different parts of
the campus and down town. More
signs like these will be made in the
future with other members of the or
chestra being featured.

Charles E. Perkins, chairman of the
advisory board, Alisal ranch, Solvang.
Bing Crosby, Crosby ranch, Rancho
Santa Fe; Charles E. Cooper, Rancho
San Luis Roy, Bonsall; Walter H.
Hoffman, Jr., Rancho Casitas,, Ven
tura; Senator D. J. Metzger, Red
Bluff; Harry S. Hart, Marwyck
ranch, Northridge; Edwin Janss, Conajo ranch, Camarillo; Walter T.
Wells, El Rancho Oro Primero, San
Fernando are other members of the
advisory board of the association who
were unable to attend the ceremony.
Final authority to select mares tc
be given to the school by members
of the association is given to a sub
committee consistting of Perkins,
Burke, and Hoffman. Four of the six
mares donated to Poly were present
at the ceremonies and were paraded
before the spectators. Lyman L. Bennion, animal husbandry department
head at Poly, announced the donor
and breeding of each of the horses.

.Mares donated
Charles Perkins donated Vibrant byLight Brigade— Lady Madcap, who is
in foal to Soon Over, owned by Carleton Iturke. Bing Crosby donated Bon
Eva by Bon Homme— Evalyn, in foal
to Noi-shapur, who stood for the 19i0
season at the Janss ranch. Charles E.
Cooper donated Shasta Red by Bistouri— Kedita, who is in foal to
Sarada, owned by the San Luis Keyranch. Walter H. Hoffman Jr., do
nated Lone Star Miss by Gnome—
Donna Mamona. in foal to High Step.
Walter T. Wells is donating a mare
also, but she will not arrive until late
in December as Wells is now on his
way home from a trip to the Argen
tine, and the committee has decided
to wait until he arrives before picking
out a mare from his stables, Kcnnion
announced. The sixth mare has not
yet been chosen by the committee.

Three-fold purpose
The breeding project at Poly has a
three-fold purpose, McPhee. stated.
First, it is designed to train students
n the care and breeding of thorough
bred horses as an extension in the
basic courses in horse husbandry and
many other livestock courses which
the college offers. Second, it will

Sigma Phi Kappa
to move into new
frat house soon
The Sigma Phi Kappa fraternity
members received a long awaited ans
wer to their efforts to obtain a frater
nity house when Walter Crance an
nounced at the last meeting that plans
have been completed to make the new
house just off the campus into their
frat house. However as several rooms
have already been rented by students,
the fraternity cannot move in until
next September. The owner is pre
pared to build another house of the
same design immediately behind the
present one in older to provide room
for all forty members.
Ever since the fraternity was be
gun in 1938 with Walter Crance,
Charles Boggs, Don Amorellie, A1
Parks, and George Raymond as chat
ter members, the idea of a fra t house
has been in the fellows minds. Now
that this idea will be realized, it is
believed that the members will re
ceive to a much fuller extent the benebits afforded by cooperation and
brotherhood in fraternity life. This
should also make it possible for the
fraternity to do greater service for
the school and community.
Present officers of the fraternity
are as follows: Kuurt Ullman, presi
dent; Bill Hill, vice president John
Seaton,
secretary;
and
Vernon
Clayes, treasurer.

Embro professors at Poly
number twenty during fall
(Continued from Page 1)
vicinity of Davis in the Sacramento
valley.

Cadets receive expenses
These cadets are reimbursed for
their expenses during thei 10 months
training period. They are also enrolled
in the University of California and
receive some graduate credit there for
this year's work. They will be placed
in various localities in this state at
the end of their cadet year when they
will be fully qualified as vocational
agrieultual teachers.
At the beginning of this school year
there were 21 cadets here but now
there are just twenty left. The other,
Lloyd Stennett, is married and is now
teaching at Rivcrdale Union High
school. Stennett graduated from Poly
in 1939 and thdn attended Utah State
from which Institution he graduated
with his B. S. degree in 1940. He was
placed in his present teaching posi
tion about the middle of November
this year.

Friday, December 13, 1940

Shortage of aircraft
sheet metal students
in evening classes

Constructive
breeding award
won by Jerseys
The Constructive Breeders’ Regis
try award has been granted to Cali
fornia Polytechnic College for the
purebred Jei.-cy held.
The requirements for this award
are:
The herd must have an average of
400 pounds of butterfat per cow per
year. The individuals in the herd
must he classified and have an aver
age of 82 percent. On October 5,
B. M. Reagan of the University of
California classified the herd at which
time the Cal Poly herd made an av
erage score of 85 percent. The herd
must be free from tuberculosis and
Bang’s disease. The breeder must be
an active member of the state asso
ciation. Sixty-five percent of the herd
must have been bred by the owner
and 50 percent must have been owned
by the breeder for at least four
years.
The honor of having the only Jer
sey bull rated excellent in the state
iJtas Cal Poly’s when Wonderful Sul
tan of Lo Lomita was granted this
award by Regan. In addition one of
Sultan’s daughters was the second fe
male to be rated excellent. The Cal
Poly Jersey herd is one of the oldest
in the state.
Bums, Glendora, Calif,; John Chaffee,
Garden Grove, Calif,; Noble Coryell,
Corning, Calif,; and Harold Stoker,
Ogden Utah.
These fellows are a fine bunch and
a lot of fun. They are aiming for a
definite goal and all of. them will un
doubtedly make it as they have all
come too far to fall by the wayside
now. We of Cal Poly herewith extend
our best wishes to them in the hope
that all will make a success of their
vocations.
In charge of cadet teacher training
is S. S. Sutherland of tho University
of California at Davis. B. J. McMa
hon, assistant teacher trainer, is in
charge of cadet activities here at Cal
Poly. He is also regional supervisor
of Agricultural Education in the
South Coast region.

A large number of vacancies exist
in the government sponsored course
in aircraft sheet metal which is now
being offered at Cal Poly. The twelve
week course which is held five even
ings u week between the hours of
4:30 and 10:30 is open to anyone who
has no physical disabilities and it is
presented free of charge. It consists
of instruction in the various opera
tions carried out by the workers in
this particular branch of the industry
and is taught by men who have had
actual experience in this same field
of endeavor.
Enrollment is handled through the
California state employment office
in San Luis Obispo and is under the
supervision of Ililus Hooper. On com
pletion of the course this office will
attempt to place the graduate stu
dents in the industry’s center at Los
Angeles. The placement record of
those who have graduated has so far
been excellent.
At present the shops have room for
approximately twenty men and all
those who complete the course in a
manner which is satisfactory to the
instructors arc well on their way to
wards finding positions in one of the
newest and fastest growing indus
tries in the United States or, for
that? matter, in the entire world. Arrangements are now under way to
have n personnel man from one of
the factories in the west visit the
school and accept applications here to
save graduates the trouble and ex
pense of a trip south in order to se
cure employment, said Charles E.
Knott, dean of industrial education.

Public forum to be held
at high school tonight
The next meeting of the San Luis
Obispo Public Forum will be held to 
night at 8 p. m. in the library of the
Junior High school and will be led
by Kenneth Duncan, head of the eco
nomics department at Pomona college
since 1926. The topic under discussion
will be “Should wealth and industry
be conscripted.” Duncan's topic will
follow the general theme of "Defense
of Our Democracy.”

A V A convention
shown Poly display
by Bob Kennedy
Arrangements have been completed
for the convention of the American
Vocational Association to be held in
San Francisco December 16-18. Head
quarters for the convention will be lo
cated in the Fairmont hotel on Nob
Hill.
Naturally Poly’s interest in the con
vention will be from both an indus
trial and an agricultural standpoint
and in order to acquaint out-of-state
teachers with Cal Poly, Public Rela
tions Man Kennedy is expected to at
tend and take some display material
which the school is exhibiting. Others
who are to attend include Messrs.
McPhee, Everett, Thompson, McCorkle, McMahon, Rinn, Cooper, Fetters,
Knott, Patchett, Drum and Beck.
In connection owth the convention
McPhee has extended a cordial invi
tation to all attending to tour the
Poly campases in San Luis Obispo
and in San Dimas on December 19,
20 and 21.

Regan, Fresnan reelected
Poly alumni president
Sam Ragan of Fresno was re
elected president of the alumni asso
ciation of the California Polytechnic
college here at the 31th Annual
Homecoming celebration, Nov. 16.
Dick Barrett of San Luis Obispo was
elected vice president, while Emile La
Salle, Santa Maria, and Ed Lawrence,
Fresno, were elected to the offices of
secretary and treasurer, respectively.
Editor for the alumni news has not
yet been elected.
The election of officers was held at
the Homecoming banquet which fol
lowed the Cal Poly vs. Cal Aggies
football game in which the local Mus
tangs trounced the hard-hitting A g
gie favorites 20-17 in one of the most
thrilling gameB played on the Mus
tangs home field in years. Last year
the Aggies beat Poly, 28-0.
At the general Alumni meeting,
plans for the next Homecoming were
discussed and plans were laid for the
building of a Wilder Memorial fund
to benefit worthy students.

Poly cadets well known
The eight cadets stationed in Deuel
dormitory are the ones we see the
most often and know the best. These
eight and the other two living in San
Luis Obispo hail from various locali
ties. Following is a list of their names
and where they come from: Verne
Hemslreet, Vernal, Utah; Erward
Danhom, llilmar, Calif.; Malcolm
Sears, Van Nuys, Calif,; Robert Cubbin, Itrawlcy, Calif,; Deming Wilstimulate the breeding of the thor
oughbred horse in California by giv
ing the same tyi>e of institutional
unity in making such records, pro
duction advice, anil other educational
service open to the public. Third, it
will to some extent fulfill the school’s
obligations to the thoroughbred horse
breeders of California, who are re
sponsible through the pari mutuel wa
gering system for the school’s sup
port.
In addition to the new barn and
paddocks to accommodate six marcs
and their offspring and two stallions,
which have been constructed on the
college’s form of 1400 arces, stud
books and other pertinent informa
tion on thoroughbred horses will bo
centralized at the college.
Phone 301
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